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Multiple environmental factors influence the error structure of precipitation datasets. The
conventional precipitation evaluation method over-simply analyzes how the statistical indicators
vary with one or two factors via dimensionality reduction. As a result, the compound influences of
multiple factors are superposed rather than disassembled. To overcome this deficiency, this study
presents a novel approach to systematically and objectively analyze the error structure within
precipitation products using decision trees. This data-driven method can analyze multiple factors
simultaneously and extract the compound effects of various influencers. By interpreting the
decision tree structures, the error characteristics of precipitation products are investigated. Three
types of precipitation products (two satellite-based: ‘top-down’ IMERG and ‘bottom-up’ SM2RAINASCAT, and one reanalysis: ERA5-Land) are evaluated across CONUS. The study period is from
2010 to 2019, and the ground-based Stage IV precipitation dataset is used as the ground truth. By
data mining 60 binary decision trees, the spatiotemporal pattern of errors and the land surface
influences are analyzed.

Results indicate that IMERG and ERA5-Land perform better than SM2RAIN-ASCAT with higher
accuracy and more stable interannual patterns for the ten years of data analyzed. The
conventional bias evaluation finds that ERA5-Land and SM2RAIN-ASCAT underestimate in summer
and winter, respectively. The decision tree method cross-assesses three spatiotemporal factors
and finds that underestimation of ERA5-Land occurs in the eastern part of the rocky mountains,
and SM2RAIN-ASCAT underestimates precipitation over high latitudes, especially in winter.
Additionally, the decision tree method ascribes system errors to nine physical variables, of which
the distance to the coast, soil type, and DEM are the three dominant features. On the other hand,
the land cover classification and the topography position index are two relatively weak factors.
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